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1. Intro duction
Since in the rst part of this century Radon created the classical Radon trans-
form on p oints and lines in R several new Radon transforms was invented and two
main ranges of the investigations of the Radon transforms have b een develop ed.
In the rst one the Radon transforms are concretely considered [2] while in the
other the classes of the Radon transforms are studied [6]. Our pap er b elongs to the
second ranges. We investigate the class of translation invariant generalized Radon
transforms on R  .
Our concept for translation invariance is based on the well known identity
 ( ) = ( + h i ) for class ic al Radon transform [2]. There is another
concept in [6], where Quinto dened the translation invariance by the translation
invariance of

 . However it is obvious that Quinto's denition covers a larger
class in general then ours, we s how out that the double bration mo del to construct
the generalized Radon transform intro duced by Gelfand and used in [6] re stricts
his results for a smaller class.
One goal of this pap er is to prove in Section 3. that the translation invariant
Radon transforms, by our concept, are not other but a ce rtain generalization of the
Tretiak-Metz exp onential Radon transforms.
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3where  denotes the translation of the function with 2 R  . The following
denitions generalize these prop erties. We call resp ectively

translation
invariant, if there is a resp ectively in
1
( R       R ) for which
 ( ) = ( ) ( + h i )
resp ectively
(

)  =

( ( + h i ) ( ))
In the classical case   1. At the same time it is obvious that if  then
the op erator

 is translation invariant.
3. Determination of the translation invariant transforms
Theorem 3.1. The generalized Radon transformation on 1 ( R  ) is translation
invariant if and only if it is exponential.
Pro of. Because of the simplicity of the su
is immediate from our denition of translation invariance that
(3) (    ) = ( ) (  + h i )
where  2 ( + h i ). Let =  +   and  = + +   , where 
and   are p erp endicular to 2
  
. Taking = 0 one can reject ( ) from
(3). For  = 0 and   =   the result is
( + ( + )   )
( )
=
( +   )
( )

( +   )
( )
Thus the map
! ( +   ) ( )
is a continuous homomorphism from ( R +) to ( R
+
 ) and so we have
( +   ) =  ( ) exp(  (   ))
where  ( ) = ( ). Writing back this formula into the previous equa-
tion and letting   6=   we get the homogenity of  in its rst parameter .
 (   ) = h    ( ) i where  ( ) ? . Again let =  and write
back in its present form into (3). We obtain
 ( ) exp( h    ( ) i ) = (  )  ( +  ) exp( h    ( +  ) i )
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